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3.. INTENSIV E INFORMATIO N PROCESSING AND OVERVIE W LOSS 

Ass was outlined in chapter 2, this dissertation distinguishes three main factors that are 
hypothesisedd to influence the range of attention and overview maintenance. The first main 
factorr within this classification consists of characteristics of the information source in the 
focuss of attention. Based on early research into attention narrowing (e.g. Baddeley, 1972; 
Callawayy & Dembo, 1958; Hernandez-Peón, 1964; Wachtel, 1968), this dissertation 
hypothesisess that engaging information, for instance due to difficulty or unfamiliarity, 
increasess the risk of attention narrowing and overview loss because of the general tendency to 
bee too much preoccupied with this information. 

Too examine this hypothesis, the first series of experiments in this dissertation 
(Experimentss I and II) focused on the effect of engaging and difficult information on the range 
off  attention in a generalised man-machine setting. 

3.1.. EXPERIMENT I: MANAGING (UNEXPECTED) PROBLEMS 

Ass early research showed, high activation causes preoccupation with a stimulus, and narrows 
thee range of attention (e.g. Callaway & Dembo, 1958; Wachtel, 1968). However, these studies 
particularlyy examined the effect of high activation due to stress, which also causes a number 
off  physiological reactions. A study of Hernandez-Peón (1964) showed that attention 
narrowingg also occurs as a cause of intense interest in a particular stimulus. This finding may 
indicatee that attention narrowing also occurs due to high cognitive activation. High cognitive 
activationn is achieved when individuals are very much engaged in processing information, for 
instancee when operators encounter problems and they are motivated to find a solution. 

Somee decades ago, a number of aviation accidents (e.g. Boer, 1995a; b; Wiener, 1977) 
showedd that preoccupation with equipment malfunction could be a serious problem for the 
rangee of attention and overview maintenance. The crews who were involved in these accidents 
weree so much focused on one particular equipment malfunction that they failed to notice and 
actt upon the information that the aircraft was going to crash. 

Inspiredd by these findings, the objective of this first experiment was to examine whether 
diagnosingg problems, and in particular while dealing with unexpected malfunctions, increased 
thee incidence of attention narrowing and overview loss. High mental workload ratings, 
combinedd with problems in finding a solution for a machine failure were hypothesised to 
correspondd with high levels of focusing on a particular information source and thus with 
increasedd attention narrowing. 

3.1.1.. The experiment 

Thee experiment used the Space Station test (Boer, 1995a), which consisted of a primary 
informationn window linked to a primary task, and an incidental secondary information 
windoww linked to a secondary task. The primary task was controlling the temperature of fuel 
tankss to prevent explosion; the secondary task was diagnosing and repairing a defect in the 
productionn machines of the station. Operators could not simultaneously view the information 
windowss linked to these two tasks. Since operators had to perform both tasks as well as 
possiblee in order to maintain overview, they had to switch frequently between the task 
windows.. The character of the secondary task, however, hindered frequent switching between 
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3.. Intensive information processing and overview loss 

bothh information windows: this problem-solving task had the potential to preoccupy the 
operator,, causing his attention to narrow with the result of failing to attend the primary 
informationn source in time. Operators were trained to find and repair the defect, so that they 
couldd manage the secondary problem-solving task more or less at a rule-based level (cf. 
Rasmussen,, 1983). 

Inn order to examine the effect of managing difficult information on the range of attention 
andd ability to maintain overview, the engaging character of the problem-solving task was 
manipulated.. Normal defect finding consisted of two diagnosis phases that differed in 
character:: the lowest level of engagement was at the broad diagnosis phase, requiring littl e 
actionn from the operator. The detailed diagnosis phase was more engaging because it required 
thee operator to be more active. A third engagement manipulation was the occurrence of an 
unexpectedd controls malfunction in the detailed diagnosis phase of one of the machine defect 
findingg tasks (dual defect). Operators were not trained to cope with this malfunction so they 
hadd to manage the problem at a knowledge-based level (cf. Rasmussen, 1983). 

Concerningg strategic differences between operators, the expectation was that better 
performingg operators would alternate more frequently between the two task windows and 
eventuallyy spent less time attending the problem-solving window than would be the case with 
poorlyy performing operators (cf. Kerstholt & Passenier, 2000). 

Problemss that were more engaging and thus required more intensive processing were 
hypothesisedd to result in higher mental workload ratings and an increased risk of attention 
narrowingg and overview loss. 

3.1.2.. Method 

3.1.2.1.3.1.2.1. Participants 

Participantss were 64 experienced watch officers of the Royal Netherlands Navy (53 males and 
111 females). They were between 23 and 34 years of age. They participated voluntarily. 

3.1.2.2.3.1.2.2. Test: Space Station 

Participantss imagined they were an operator in the Russian Space Station, Mir. The station 
hadd four fuel tanks around its body, which were shown in the primary information window 
(Appendixx la). One of the tanks was increasing in temperature due to exposure to sun 
radiation.. The other three tanks were in the shade of the station and their temperature 
decreasedd to 0°C. If the upper tank reached a temperature of 100°C, it would explode and 
causee a dramatic loss of fuel. To prevent this from happening, the task linked to the primary 
informationn source was to rotate the tanks in time so that the heated tank cooled down. The 
increasee and decrease in temperature from 0° to 100°C and vice versa took Wi minute. Before 
thee operator could rotate the fuel tanks, he had to check the temperature of the tanks. By 
clickingg the 'temperature' button, the temperature of all four tanks became visible and the 
operatorr had five seconds to rotate the tanks by clicking the 'rotate' button. There were no 
externall  costs associated with inspections and rotations other than time spent, and the operator 
couldd inspect and rotate as frequently as he wished. 

Eachh time a failure occurred in the production machines of the station, an error message 
appearedd at the bottom of the primary task window. The operator could then switch to the 
machinee window (Appendix lb), which was linked to the secondary task of the operator and 
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whichh was not simultaneously visible with the primary task window. The secondary task 
windoww showed an abstract representation of two machines with two production lines each 
(onee line on the left, and one line on the right side of the machine). The production lines 
consistedd of a queue of littl e square segments. The secondary task of the operator was to find 
outt which of these segments was defective. The operator could diagnose the problem by 
startingg an object running through one of the production lines. He could start an object (one at 
aa time) by clicking on the entrance of a production line. The object moved with a speed of 1.2 
secondss per segment and followed a fixed trail. This trial was as follows: if the object was 
startedd in the left production line, the normal trial of the object was to follow the left side of 
thee production line. That is: when the object encountered a turn or a junction on its way, it 
alwayss had to turn to the left (viewed from the object). If the object was started in the right 
productionn line, it had to follow the right side of the line and thus always turned to the right. 
Deviationn from the trail (i.e. turning left where the object would have turned to the right or 
vicee versa) indicated that the object had passed a faulty segment on its previous path. 
However,, an object only deviated in 50% of the cases after it passed a faulty segment. This 
madee that operators had to check production lines more than once to reassure themselves 
aboutt a defect in the production line. 

Thee problem-solving or defect-finding task consisted of two phases. First, the operator 
foundd out which of the machines contained the failure by testing all production lines and 
waitingg until the object deviated from its trail {broad diagnosis). Secondly, the operator traced 
thee defect segment of the machine by deductive reasoning and deactivating suspicious segment 
areass (detailed diagnosis). The operator could deactivate segments by clicking on each 
segmentt with the mouse, which caused them to change colour. If the object still deviated from 
itss route after travelling over deactivated segments, this indicated that the faulty segment was 
stilll  active. If the object did not deviate, no conclusions could be drawn since an object only 
deviatedd in 50% of cases after it passed a faulty segment. When the operator had focused in on 
thee suspected area of segments and identified the faulty segment, he could repair it by marking 
thee defective segment and click a 'repair' button of the machine window. Then, the operator 
restartedd the production process, which took about one minute and did not require any 
attentionn or action of the operator. If the operator repaired a non-defective segment, he 
automaticallyy returned to the detailed diagnosis phase after the machine start-up was finished. 
Inn order to motivate the operator to find defects quickly and accurately, fuel consumption was 
twicee as high during machine failure then normal, which had to be prevented. 

Inn order to balance defect-finding duration for different participants, machine failures 
occurredd at predefined moments (unknown to the participant). If the participant failed to detect 
andd correctly repair the defect segment within 20 minutes after the start of a machine failure, 
thee machine failure ended spontaneously to prevent scenario overlap. 

Too increase the distracting potential of the secondary problem-solving task, an unexpected 
controlss malfunction occurred in the machine window once during the test. During this 
controlss malfunction, the operator could still switch between the temperature and problem-
solvingg window, but did not get useful information from the moving object in the production 
linee (e.g. the object stopped moving or moved to the next segment if the operator tried to 
eliminatee the object). During this controls malfunction, the operator in fact coped with a 
'double'double failure': normal detailed defect finding, and managing the unexpected controls 
malfunction.. The controls malfunction spontaneously disappeared after three minutes. 
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3.. Intensive information processing and overview loss 

Thee operator could switch between task windows at any moment. Ideally, an operator 
shouldd switch frequently between both task windows in order to perform both tasks well and 
maintainn overview of the state of the information sources to which the tasks were linked. No 
externall  time indicators were available to assist the operator with task switching in order to 
challengee his own initiative of maintaining a wide range of attention. 

Iff  the upper fuel tank reached the temperature limit while the operator was attending the 
machinee window, the explosion of the tank was delayed until the operator switched to the 
temperaturee window. This delay eliminated any time indication of the duration of problem-
solvingg window inspection. 

3.1.2.3.3.1.2.3. Design 

Thee placement of the defect segment in the machines and the occurrence of the controls 
malfunctionn in the first or second machine defect was counterbalanced over participants. 

3.1.2.4.3.1.2.4. Apparatus 

Spacee Station was administered in a classroom equipped with PCs. Since participants had to 
performm the test individually, they wore ear protectors and were separated from their 
colleaguess by partition screens. All actions were performed with the mouse of the PC. 

3.1.2.5.3.1.2.5. Procedure 

Afterr reading the instructions, a practice session followed to enable the participant to become 
familiarr with diagnosing machine failures. During the practice session, the test leader coached 
thee participant and answered questions. Participants had 15 minutes to solve a problem after 
whichh the real test started. Immediately after correct repair of a machine defect during the test, 
operatorss rated their mental workload (time load, effort load, and stress load) in the different 
defectt diagnosis phases by means of (a Dutch translation of) the Subjective Workload 
Assessmentt Technique (SWAT; Reid & Nygren, 1988). Space Station finished after one hour, 
andd participants rated their mental workload during periods without machine defect. The 
participantt was not permitted to use external time indicators, such as watches, but had to rely 
onn his own timing sense to switch between tasks windows. During the test, the test leader 
remainedd in the administration room to answer any urgent questions. 

3.1.2.6.3.1.2.6. Dependent measures 

Thee number of fuel tank explosions was an indication for primary task performance: the more 
fuell  tank explosions, the poorer task performance. The number of correctly repaired machine 
defectsdefects was a measure for success in problem solving. 

Sincee the (secondary) problem-solving task was engaging and had the potential to 
preoccupyy the participant, overview loss due to attention narrowing was most likely to appear 
inn failure to attend the (primary) temperature window in time. For this reason, the number of 
fuelfuel tank explosions in relation to problem solving phase was one measure for overview loss. 
TheThe frequency of task window alternation, the uninterrupted duration of problem-solving task 
inspectioninspection (that is: the time period between two inspections of the temperature window), and 
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thee percentage of time one of the task windows was selected were additional data sources on 

strategiess of overview performance. 

Thee SWAT data provided information of experienced mental workload, and consisted of 

ratingss on a 3-point scale (no load, moderate load, and high load). 

3.1.3.. Results 

3.1.3.1.3.1.3.1. Primary task performance: temperature controlling 

Inn Space Station, 25 out of the 64 participants (39%) failed to perform the primary task in 

time,, which resulted in fuel tank explosion; four of these participants even caused an 

explosionn twice. Three explosions caused by three participants were not counted since the 

participantss had misunderstood the instructions at the beginning of the test, or were not 

performingg seriously at the end. 

3.1.3.2.3.1.3.2. Secondary task performance: problem solving 

Twelvee participants (19%) did not manage to solve any machine problem, 33 participants 

solvedd only one problem and 19 (30%) participants managed to solve both problems. 

3.1.3.3.3.1.3.3. Overview maintenance and attention narrowing 

Too examine the overall risk to experience overview loss in different engaging problem-solving 

situations,, interrelated task performance was analysed. Since problem solving was engaging 

andd had the potential to occupy the participant so much that he would fail to attend the 

temperaturee window in time, the fuel tank explosion rate in different problem-solving phases 

wass an important indication of overview loss. As the duration of the test phases (i.e. the level 

off  engaging problem solving) differed, the numbers of fuel tank explosions were corrected for 

thee duration of phases. This resulted in explosion rates for the phases with single primary task 

performanceperformance (temperature task only), dual task performance (both temperature and problem-

solvingg task) with 1) broad problem diagnosis, 2) detailed problem diagnosis, and 3) controls 

malfunctionmalfunction (dual defect)5 (Table 2a). 

TableTable 2a: Duration per test phase (in order of accumulating engagement level), the number of 
explosionsexplosions per test phase (n = 64), the general time-corrected incidence (risk) of fuel tank 
explosionexplosion per man-hour for each test phase. In the last colon, the SD is between brackets 

SpaceSpace Station 

Testt  phase 
Primar yy task only 

Broadd diagnosis phase 
Detailedd diagnosis phase 

Controlss malfunction 
Totall  dual task performance 

Phase e 
duration n 
19.66 min. 

8.77 min. 
27.88 min. 
3.99 min. 
40.44 min. 

Participants s 
withh explosion 

00 (0%) 

55 (8%) 
14(22%) ) 
8(13%) ) 

255 (39%) 

Numberr  of 
explosions s 

0 0 
5 5 
16 6 
8 8 

29 9 

Explosions/ / 
man-hour r 

0(0) 0(0) 

.54(1.87) .54(1.87) 

.54(1.09) .54(1.09) 
7.92(5.13) ) 

.677 (.91) 

Thee machine defect with controls malfunction (dual defect) lasted 3.9 minutes on average. This period was 
longerr than the 3 minutes that were programmed because a few participants had the dual defect twice due to 
incorrectt repair of a machine segment. 
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3.. Intensive information processing and overview loss 

AA repeated-measures ANOVA analysis with repeated contrasts over the four test phases 

(engagementt levels) showed an increased number of explosions between single task 

performancee and broad problem diagnosis (F(i , 63) - 5.339, p < .05), and between detailed 

problemm diagnosing and managing a controls malfunction (F(i . 63) = 4.293, p < .05). No 

differencee was observed between the broad and detailed diagnosing phases (F(i 63> < 1). 

Off  the three phases with dual task performance, the frequency of task window alternation, 

thee mean duration of problem-solving task inspection, and the percentage of time participants 

hadd one of the task windows selected were also calculated (Table 2b). A repeated-measures 

ANOVAA analysis over the three dual task phases (engagement levels) showed that the 

frequencyy of task alternation decreased between the broad and detailed problem diagnosing 

phasess (F<i.63) = 27.683, p < .001), but increased between the detailed diagnosis phase and the 

duall  defect phase (F(i , 63) = 7.861, p < .01). 

TableTable 2b: Frequency of task window alternation, mean duration of uninterrupted problem 
solvingsolving (continuous problem solving), and percentage of time participants had the problem-
solvingsolving window selected during the three different dual task test phases (n = 64). The SD is 
placedplaced between brackets. Note that the last colon also (indirectly) shows the percentage of 
timetime participants had the primary task window selected, which is 100% minus the indicated 
percentage. percentage. 

SpaceSpace Station 

Testt  phase 
Broadd diagnosis phase 

Detailedd diagnosis phase 
Controlss malfunction 

Total l 

Alternatio nn Duration of continuous Time % of problem-
frequencyy problem solving solving selection 

5.40/min.5.40/min. (3.34) 25.24 sec. (10.96) 86.8% (7.2) 
3.72/min.3.72/min. (1.85) 26.13 sec. (10.54) 68.4% (10.3) 
4.32/min.4.32/min. (1.97) 28.56 sec. (12.41) 86.6% (8.4) 
3.96min.(\.U)3.96min.(\.U) 26.77sec. (10.13) 72.5% (8.7) 

AA similar analysis of the duration of uninterrupted problem-solving window selection 

(Tablee 2b) showed that the uninterrupted inspection duration of the problem-solving task 

increasedd when participants managed more engaging problems (F(i , 63> - 6.105, p < .05). 

AA similar analysis of the time percentage of secondary task selection for the three 

differentt dual-task test phases (Table 2b) showed that participants attended the problem-

solvingg window proportionally more during the broad diagnosis phases than during the 

detailedd diagnosis phase (F(] , 63) = 182.430, p < .001). During the controls malfunction, 

participantss attended the problem-solving window more than during the detailed diagnosis 

phasee (F(i , 63. = 206.255, p < .001). 

3.1.3.4.3.1.3.4. Overview maintenance and performance strategies 

Too examine whether poorly and well performing participants differed in particular 

performancee strategies, two groups of participants were formed. Poorly performing 

participantss (n = 25) had at least one crash; well performing participants (n = 17) had no crash 

andd solved both machine problems. 

Theree was no difference in the frequency of task window alternation, mean duration of 

uninterruptedd problem-solving window selection, and the percentage of time the problem-
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solvingg window was selected between poorly and well performing participants (F(i, 40) < 1 for 
alll  analyses; Table 3) 

TableTable 3: Frequency of task window alternation, mean duration of uninterrupted problem 
solvingsolving (continuous problem solving), and percentage of time participants had the problem-
solvingsolving window selected for participants who performed poorly (at least one explosion, n = 
25),25), and participants who performed well (no explosion and all problems solved, n = 17). 
TheThe SD is placed between brackets. 

SpaceSpace Station 

Performancee quality 
Poorr  performers 
Welll  performers 

Total l 

Alternatio nn Duration of continuous Time % of problem-
frequencyy problem solving solving selection 

3.69/min.(\AS)3.69/min.(\AS) 27.89sec. (10.19) 70.7% (8.7) 
4.26/min.4.26/min. (2.72) 26.94 sec. (10.67) 72.8% (9.8) 
3.923.92 min. (2.07) 27.50 sec. (10.26) 71.6% (9.1) 

3.1.3.5.3.1.3.5. Mental workload 

Thee overall mental workload ratings during the Space Station test were 'moderate' to 'low'. 
However,, a repeated-measures ANOVA of explosion rates during single and dual task 
performancee with mental workload ratings as cofactor showed an coincidence of an increased 
numberr of explosions and high mental workload ratings (F(i, 62i = 14.574, p < .001). This 
analysiss showed no increase in explosions over test phases (F(i, 62) < 1)- Pearson correlations 
revealedd that the relation between mental workload and explosions rates was mainly due to 
strongg relations between explosion rates and effort, and explosion rates and time-load ratings 
(effort:: r{M) = .446 p < .001; time-load: r{M) = All p < .001). There was no relation between 
explosionn rates and reported frustration (r(64) = 163, p > .10). Participants who were 
successfull  in problem-solving, gave lower mental workload ratings (r<64) ~ -.359, p < .01), and 
causedd fewer explosions (r(64> = -.304, p < .01) than participants who were less successful in 
problemm solving. 

3.1.4.. Discussion 

Inn Space Station, 39% of the experienced watch officers lost overview and failed, at least 
once,, to inspect the primary task window in time due to preoccupation with a secondary 
problem-solvingg task. The detailed diagnosis phase in the problem-solving process was 
theoreticallyy more engaging than the broad diagnosis phase: during the broad diagnosis phase, 
operatorss had to wait for system information about the defective machine, while during the 
detailedd diagnosis phase, operators had to find the defect segment in the machine by active 
searching. . 

However,, the overall risk of overview loss due to preoccupation with problem solving 
wass equally high in both problem-solving phases. When operators had to cope with 
unexpectedd problems (i.e. during an unexpected controls malfunction), which they could only 
managee at a knowledge-based level (i.e. by trial and error; cf. Rasmussen, 1983), the risk of 
overvieww loss was about three-and-a-halve times higher in comparison to situations where 
operatorss could manage problems at rule-based level (i.e. by applying previously learned 
rules).. This finding supports the hypothesis that more engaging information increases the 
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3.. Intensive information processing and overview loss 

generall  risk of attention narrowing and overview loss due to preoccupation with this 
information.. The finding is also in accordance with another Space Station study, in which a 
differencee was found in the incidence of attention narrowing during trained problem solving 
andd managing an unexpected controls malfunction (Boer and Van Schie, 2000). 

Concerningg task performance strategies, not only inspection differences were observed 
betweenn situations in which operators solved normal problems and situations in which they 
managedd an unexpected malfunction. There were also differences between managing normal 
problemss at a broad level and a detailed level, despite the fact that the risk of overview loss 
didd not differ between these conditions. Although operators spent relatively least time with the 
problem-solvingg window during detailed diagnosis, they inspected the problem-solving 
windoww for a longer time and alternated less frequently between the two task windows than 
duringg broad diagnosis. More in general, uninterrupted problem-solving task window 
selectionn increased when the problem to manage was more engaging. However, since 
operatorss showed no decrease in attention alternation frequency when problem solving was 
moree engaging, it appears that, particularly during managing the unexpected problem, 
operatorss followed less rational strategies compared to managing normal problems. Although 
operatorss attended the problem-solving window for a longer time during the unexpected 
problem,, their attention alternation frequency was very high. These observations may indicate 
thatt operators had periods that they were preoccupied with the unexpected malfunction, but 
alsoo periods that they did not know how to manage the problem and switched in confusion 
veryy frequently between the task windows. The risk of overview loss during the unexpected 
malfunctionn may have increased due to irrational switching behaviour, which may have 
causedd loss of control and loss of feeling for task dynamics. An increased risk of overview 
losss during more detailed and engaging normal problem solving may particularly have been 
causedd by preoccupation with problem solving. 

Althoughh the expectation was that well performing operators switched their attention 
moree frequently between the task windows and inspected the problem-solving window for 
shorterr uninterrupted periods than poorly performing operators, this was not the case. In a 
recentt study of Kerstholt & Passenier (2000), such differences were found between well and 
poorlyy performing participants in a similar computerised complex man-machine environment 
withh multiple information sources to monitor. 

Operatorss generally rated their mental workload during the test as 'moderate' to 'low'. 
Accordingg to Boer (1998), such low mental workload ratings showed that the risk of 
preoccupationn with details and failure to attend other tasks in time not only increased during 
highh workload situations, but also during low workload situations. Closer examination of the 
workloadd ratings in the present experiment, however, revealed that operators who experienced 
moree attention narrowing and overview loss gave higher ratings for effort and time-pressure 
thann operators who experienced less attention narrowing or did not experience overview loss. 
Thee lower workload experienced by those who were successful in problem solving may 
indicatee subjective task difficulty to be a causal factor of attention narrowing. The issue of task 
difficultyy is examined in the next experiment. 
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3.2.. EXPERIMENT II : TASK DIFFICULTY AND COPING MODE 

Thee previous experiment showed that managing problems at a knowledge-based level (cf. 
Rasmussen,, 1983) increases preoccupation with the engaging information, which causes 
overvieww loss. To further investigate the effects of active information processing on overview 
loss,, the present experiment examined whether managing difficult problems increases the risk 
off  attention narrowing and overview loss. 

Besidee the difficulty level of a problem as a factor that may increase the risk of attention 
narrowingg and overview loss, operators may be able to choose between active engagement or 
passivepassive coping with a problem. Information difficulty as an objectively determined 
characteristicc may not always guarantee that operators are really involved in managing the 
difficultt information. To investigate this issue, the present experiment examined whether 
spontaneouss active behaviour in order to manage an unexpected problem causes more 
attentionn narrowing than spontaneous passive behaviour. 

3.2.1.. The experiment 

Thiss experiment used the Master Mines test, which is a revision of the Space Station test in 
orderr to make the tasks more relevant for naval participants (who participated in other 
experimentss with this test) and to provoke more active engagement. In Master Mines, the 
primaryy information window contained a radar screen that showed the ship of the operator and 
aa mine field. The task linked to this primary information window was to prevent mines from 
exploding.. The secondary information window was linked to a problem-solving task (i.e. 
discoveringg a colour pattern), which was based on the game of Master Mind®. Operators did 
nott have to wait for information, and had to be more actively involved in task performance to 
succeedd in problem solving than was the case in the Space Station version of the test. As in 
Spacee Station, the primary and secondary task window could not be viewed simultaneously 
andd required frequent switching in order to perform both tasks well. 

Too investigate the effect of problem-solving difficulty on the risk of attention narrowing, 
thee number of pegs comprising the colour pattern varied. The expectation was that more 
difficultt problems would lead to increased attention narrowing and a higher risk of overview 
loss.. Very difficult problems, however, were expected to result in disengagement with 
problemm solving because the task was too difficult to manage. Operators who became 
disengagedd with problem solving would deliberately shift their attention to the primary task 
windoww and neglect the problem-solving window. As a result, they would manage their tasks 
inn the right order of priority and cause fewer mine explosions, but they would fail to maintain 
aa broad range of attention and perform all the relevant tasks. Since operators who are familiar 
withh Master Mind may benefit from this experience during problem solving and task 
management,, also prior Master Mind experience was taken into account. 

Althoughh the previous experiment failed to find evidence that well performing operators 
showedd different performance strategies than poor performers, this issue was examined again. 
Conformm findings of Kerstholt and Passenier (2000), the expectation was that good 
performingg operators alternated more frequently between the two information windows and 
inspectedd the problem-solving window for a shorter time period than poor performers. 

Thee effect of active versus passive engagement with a problem on the range of attention 
wass examined by confronting operators with an unexpected malfunction for which they had 
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3.. Intensive information processing and overview loss 

twoo coping options: 1) they could continue to solve the problem (discover the colour pattern) 
withh the handicap of the malfunction, or 2) they could leave problem-solving to the computer 
whilee they waited. The expectation was that active coping would result in more attention 
narrowingg than passive coping. Active coping would engage operators more than passive 
copingg and increase in this way the risk of overview loss due to preoccupation. 

3.2.2.. Method 

3.2.2.1.3.2.2.1. Participants 

Participantss were 72 undergraduate psychology students of the University of Amsterdam (16 
males,, 56 females). They were between 17 and 35 years of age. Ten participants did not know 
Masterr Mind. The other 62 participants had played the game before. Participants received 
coursee credits for participation. 

3.2.2.2.3.2.2.2. Test: Master Mines 

Inn Master Mines, participants imagined that they were sailing a minehunter, which was 
representedd in the centre of a radar screen in the primary task window (Appendix Ha). The 
vessell  sailed through a minefield. The radar screen also showed mines, which entered the 
scenee with an interval of 40 to 80 seconds. The closer the ship approached a mine, the higher 
thee probability that the mine would explode and damage the ship. The task that was linked to 
thee radar screen was to prevent mines from exploding. Operators could realise this by clicking 
thee mine with the mouse, which was an action that represented 'torpedoing'. If an operator 
failedd to prevent a mine from exploding, the time passed since the explosion was visible on a 
counterr that replaced the exploded mine and remained in the place of the explosion. The 
operatorr had to stop the counter as quickly as possible. If several explosions had occurred 
whilee the operator was attending other information sources, he could only eliminated the 
counterss in order of first-last. To help the operator with this order of elimination, the oldest 
visiblee counter had a different colour from the other counters. To motivate the participant, he 
couldd win and lose game points (Table 4). When a mine exploded, the operator was penalised 
10000 points plus the explosion duration in seconds until he eliminated the counter by clicking it. 

Thee secondary task window showed a problem-solving display that consisted of an 
adaptedd version of the 'Master Mind' game. In Master Mind, the operator discovered colour 
patternss of a fixed number of pegs as quickly as possible, one pattern at a time. The pattern 
lengthh (difficulty level) was adaptable and was either a pattern of 3 pegs (easy condition), a 
patternn of 4 pegs (moderately difficult), or a pattern of 7 pegs (difficult condition). The number 
off  possible colours within the pattern was always equal to the number of pegs, but any colour 
couldd appear more than once in a pattern. To discover the unknown colour pattern, the 
operatorr dragged coloured pegs from a peg box to the empty slot in the input frame (Appendix 
lib).. When the operator had filled one row of slots, he evaluated the trial by clicking the 
'evaluate'' button, at which the computer compared the trial pattern with the pattern that had to 
bee discovered. The computer provided feedback about: (a) the number of colours in the trial 
thatt were in the right place (indicated by a white cipher), and (b) the number of colours that 
weree in the pattern to discover but were not in the right place in the operator's attempt 
(indicatedd by a black cipher) (Table 4). To encourage quick pattern discovery and prevent 
randomm trial input, operators received two points for each colour they placed in the right place, 
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andd one point for each colour that was in the pattern to discover, but which was not placed in 
thee right place. When operators succeeded in discovering the pattern sequence, they received 
100 times the number of pegs in bonus points (Table 4). The quicker the operator discovered a 
pattern,, the more bonus points he could win. A reset button was available if the operator 
wantedd to start another game without discovering the pattern first. 

Too perform both tasks well, participants had to alternate their attention between both tasks 
inn time. Attention alternation was always possible by means of clicking a switch-button in one 
orr the other task window. However, to encourage active alternation behaviour management, 
preliminaryy switching from the problem-solving to the mine-hunting window was punished. 
Thatt is: if the participant switched to the primary task while he had not finished and evaluated 
hiss current input trial (i.e. one complete row of slots), the unfinished trial was deleted 
automatically.. The other trials remained until the operator discovered the pattern. 

Duringg the one-hour test, the secondary Master Mind window was available in three 
periodss of 15 minutes. Outside these time periods, the problem-solving window and the 
switch-buttonn were not available. Within each problem-solving period, the difficulty level 
(thatt is: number of pegs) remained the same, but differed between periods. 

Duringg one of the problem-solving periods, a 5-minutes lasting controls malfunction 
occurred.. During this malfunction, dragged colour pegs moved to the next slot in the trial row 
off  slots. Participants were informed about two options to cope with the malfunction: a) 
continuee pattern discovery with the handicap of the malfunction, or b) take-over of the 
problem-solvingg by the computer (which used an optimal, systematic human heuristic to 
discoverr the colour pattern) with the consequence that no switch to the mine-hunting window 
wass possible during each trial of pattern discovery, unless the participant used the 'reset' 
button.. During the malfunction, operators could switch between those coping options. 

TableTable 4: Gains and losses (taskpoints) related to particular actions in Master Mines. 

Action n 

Min ee explosion 

Rightt  colour  in right place 
Rightt  colour  in pattern but wrong place 
Patternn identification 

Gamee points 

--

numberr x 2 
numberr x 1 

patternn length x 10 

Penaltyy points 

10000 + number of sec. 
untill  detection 

--

3.2.2.3.3.2.2.3. Design 

Thee fixed difficulty order of the Master Mind problem-solving task (4-3-7 pegs) was 
counterbalancedd over participants by starting the range on another point in the array. The 
malfunctionn was counterbalanced over difficulty levels and occurred either in the first or last 
problem-solvingg period. 

3.2.2.4.3.2.2.4. Apparatus 

Thee test was administrated on a PC. All actions were performed with the mouse. 
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3.. Intensive information processing and overview loss 

3.2.2.5.3.2.2.5. Procedure 

Participantss first read the test instructions after which the test leader explained the test in a 
practice-testt session. The test leader emphasised that the participant had to attend and perform 
thee primary and secondary task as well as possible, but that the most important task was to 
preventt mines from exploding. In the practice session, the participant became familiar with 
mine-huntingg and the principles of Master Mind. The test leader demonstrated participants 
whatt happened when a mine exploded, and also showed the consequences of preliminary 
switchingg from the Master Mind window to the primary task window (that is: without 
finishingg the current trial first). When the participant understood all details of the test and had 
noo more questions, the real test was started. Participants performed the test without the help of 
externall  time indicators, such as a watch. 

3.2.2.6.3.2.2.6. Dependent measures 

Thee number of exploded mines was a measure of mine-hunting performance, which was the 
primaryy task. The more mines exploded, the poorer primary task performance. The number of 
discovereddiscovered colour patterns was a measure of success in problem solving, which was a 
secondaryy task. 

Thee combination of performance and the state of the primary and secondary task were an 
indicationn for the range of attention of the participant. Since the problem-solving task was 
engaging,, preoccupation with this task resulted in attention narrowing and failure to attend the 
primaryy mine-hunting task in time. For this reason, the mine explosion rate during different 
problem-solvingproblem-solving difficulty levels was one measure for overview loss due to preoccupation with 
problem-solving.. More detailed information on preoccupation behaviour and overview 
strategiess derived from the frequency of alternation between the task windows, the mean 
uninterrupteduninterrupted duration of problem-solving window selection, and the percentage of time one 
ofof the task windows was selected. 

Sincee the mouse-actions of the participants were recorded, the absolute and relative 
durationn of a particular coping mode could be traced and calculated. 

3.2.3.. Results 

3.2.3.1.3.2.3.1. Primary task performance: mine hunting 

Twenty-onee participants managed to prevent mines from exploding. The other 51 participants 
(71%)) caused at least one explosion, with the maximum number of explosions equal to 11. All 
explosionss occurred when also the secondary task window was present. 

3.2.3.2.3.2.3.2. Secondary task performance: Master Mind problem solving 

Thee participants managed to solve at least 6 and at most 38 of the easy problems. Except for 
onee participant, all other participants solved at least one and at most 17 moderately difficult 
problems.. Forty-eight participants (67%) did not solve any difficult problem; the other 24 
participantss solved at most 3 difficult problems. Repeated measures ANOVA showed that 
participantss solved more easy than moderately difficult problems (F(l i 7]) = 219.627, p < .001), 
andd more moderately difficult than difficult problems (F<i, 7i }  = 281, 912, p < .001; Table 5). 
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TableTable 5: Mean number of problems solved and SD during the three different problem-solving 
difficultydifficulty levels. 

MasterMaster Mines 

Mean n 
SD D 

Problemm solving difficulty 

Easy y 
(33 pegs) 

18.76 18.76 
7.53 3 

Moderate e 
(44 pegs) 

6.18 6.18 
3.24 4 

level l 

Difficul t t 
(77 pegs) 

.47 .47 

.75 5 

Total l 

25.42 25.42 
9.48 9.48 

3.2.3.3.3.2.3.3. Attention narrowing 

Regressionn analysis was performed on 1) the number of exploded mines, 2) the uninterrupted 
durationn of problem-solving window inspection, 3) the frequency of task window alternation, 
andd 4) the percentage of time one task window was selected. Problem-solving difficulty and 
priorr Master Mind experience were taken as independent factors. 

Thee number of explosions (Figure 3a) appeared to increase in a linear fashion as problem 
difficult yy increased (F(i, 214) = 14.827, p < .001) and did not show a decrease in explosions 
duringg very difficult problem-solving. Problem-solving difficulty caused 6.5% of the 
explosionn variance. Prior experience with Master Mind reduced the effect of problem-solving 
difficult yy on the number of explosions (F(i,2i3> = 11.110, p < .001), and caused, together with 
problem-solvingg difficulty 9.4% of variance in the explosion rates. 
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60 0 FigureFigure 3a: Number of explosions (n = 72) and 
SDSD as a result of problem-solving difficulty 
andand prior experience with the Master Mind 
problem-solvingproblem-solving task. 

FigureFigure 3b: Uninterrupted inspection duration 
(n(n = 72) and SD of the problem-solving 
windowwindow as a result of problem-solving 
difficultydifficulty and prior Master Mind 
experience. experience. 

Thee uninterrupted inspection duration of the secondary task (Figure 3b) increased with 

problem-solvingg task difficulty (F(i i2i4) = 14.829, p < .001). Problem-solving difficulty caused 

6.5%% of the inspection duration variance, which was 9.6% when prior Master Mind 

experiencee was also taken into account. Experience with the Master Mind problem-solving 

taskk reduced inspection duration of the problem-solving task, and reduced the increase in 

inspectionn time during more difficult problems (F(i_2i3) = 11.371, p < .001). 
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3.. Intensive information processing and overview loss 

Thee frequency of task window alternation (Figure 3c) decreased with increasing problem-

solvingg difficulty (F(i, 214, = 23.889, p < .001). Problem-solving difficulty caused 10.0% of the 

variancee in alternation frequency. Prior Master Mind experience did not cause differences in 

taskk window alternation frequency when problem-solving difficulty was already taken into 

accountt (F(i.2i3) < 1). 
Problemm solving difficulty 

 With prior experience Easy Moderate Difficult 12 2 

10 0 

44 -

HH 0 

5.95 5 

6.12 2 4.93 3 
II  No prior experience 

5.26'" " 

4.22 2 

]] TT 3.39 

JÏ Ï Easyy Moderate Difficult 
Problemm solving difficulty 

FigureFigure 3c: Frequency of task window 
alternationalternation (n = 72) and SD during different 
levelslevels of problem-solving difficulty and 
priorprior  Master Mind experience. 
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FigureFigure 3d: Percentage of time that the 
problem-solvingproblem-solving task window was selected 
(n(n = 72) and SD during different levels of 
problem-solvingproblem-solving difficulty and prior Master 
MindMind experience. 

Thee percentage of time one of the task windows were selected (Figure 3d) did not change 

duringg more difficul t problems (F<i, 214) < 1). Also prior Master Mind experience did not affect 

thee percentage of time that one of the task windows was selected (F(i.2i3) < 1). 

3.2.3.4.3.2.3.4. Performance strategies and the range of attention 

Too examine behavioural differences between participants who succeeded in maintaining 
overvieww versus participants who failed, two groups were formed. The group of poorly 
performingg participants (n = 21) caused more than two explosions; the group of well 
performerss (n = 21) had no explosion during the test and solved many problems (as an 
indicationn that they did not only attend the primary information window and failed to attend 
bothh windows). There was no difference between the groups in the total number of problems 
solvedd (F(i,40) = 1.104, p > .10; Table 6). 

Welll  performing participants showed a tendency to switch more frequently between the 
twoo task windows than poorly performing participants (F(i , 49) = 3.671, p < .075; Table 6). 
Theyy showed shorter uninterrupted problem-solving window inspections (F(i 49) = 9.764, p < 
.01;; Table 6) and also attended the problem-solving window for a lower percentage of time 
thann poorly performing participants (F(i,4j)= 9.163, p < .01; Table 6). 
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TableTable 6: Number of problems solved, the frequency of task window alternation, the duration of 
uninterrupteduninterrupted problem-solving, and percentage of time participants had the problem-solving 
windowwindow selected for poorly performing participants (more than two explosions, n = 21), and 
wellwell performing participants (no explosion and at least one problem solved, n = 21). The SD 
isis placed between brackets. 

MasterMaster Mines 

Participant t 
performance e 

Poorr  performers 
Welll  performers 

Total l 

Numberr  of 
problems s 

solved d 
22.57(8.43) ) 
25.77(10.81) ) 
24.14(9.70) 24.14(9.70) 

Alternatio n n 
frequency y 

3.12/min.3.12/min. (1.36) 
4.04/min.4.04/min. (1.74) 
3.583.58 min. (1.61) 

Durationn of 
continuous s 

problemm solving 
30.3830.38 sec. (11.81) 
20.4820.48 sec. (8.44) 
25.4325.43 sec. (11.31) 

Timee % of 
problem-solving g 

selection n 
86.5%86.5% (6.1) 
75.2%75.2% (16.0) 
80.8%80.8% (13.3) 

3.2.3.5.3.2.3.5. Problem coping mode and attention narrowing 

Off  the 132 mine explosions, 20 explosions occurred during the unexpected malfunction. 

Correctedd for the difference in duration of the malfunction versus normal problem solving, the 

ratee of explosions during the controls malfunction was not higher than the explosion rate 

duringg normal problem-solving (paired-samples t(7i)= 1.267, p > .10; Table 7). There was also 

noo difference in the task-window alternation frequency, the uninterrupted duration of problem-

solvingg window selection, and percentage of time one of the task-windows was selected 

betweenn the periods of normal problem solving versus problem solving with a malfunction 

(paired-sampless t(56) < 1 for all analyses; Table 7). 

TableTable 7: Explosions per man-hour, task-window alternation frequency, uninterrupted duration 
ofof problem-solving window inspection, and percentage of time the problem-solving window 
waswas selected during periods of normal problem solving versus periods of problem solving 
hinderedhindered by a malfunction (n = 72). The SD is between brackets. 

MasterMaster Mines 

Testt  phase 
Normall  problem solving 
Managingg malfunction 

Total l 

Explosions// Alternation Duration of Time % of 
man-hourr  frequency continuous problem-solving 

problemm solving selection 

2.332.33 (.05) 5.50/min. (2.80) 21.54sec. (9.18) 82.6%{\\2) 
3.333 (.03) 5.50/min. (2.66) 21.22sec. (9.51) 82.5%{\A2) 
2.44(M)2.44(M) 5.50/min. (2.76) 21.48sec. (9.34) 82.6%(\\.0) 

Preferencee for one of the malfunction coping modes was established by computing the 

percentagee of time each participant chose for one of the two modes. Thirty-seven participants 

(51%)) never tried the option of passive coping behaviour by leaving pattern discovery to the 

computerr while they waited. The other 35 participants chose for passive coping during 36% of 

thee malfunction duration. Corrected for the duration of a particular coping mode, the 

explosionn rate during active coping (m = 3.64) was higher than during passive coping (m = 

1.89;; paired-samples t(7n = 3.700, p < .001). 
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3.. Intensive information processing and overview loss 

3.2.4.. Discussion 

Thiss experiment showed that the risk of attention narrowing and overview loss increased with 
moree difficult problem-solving and decreased with experience in managing a particular 
problem.. This finding supported the hypothesis that more engaging information processing 
narrowss the range of attention and increases the risk of overview loss. 

Operatorss inspected the problem-solving window for longer periods and alternated less 
frequentlyy between task windows when they solved more difficult problems. This finding may 
bee evidence that managing difficult problems increases preoccupation behaviour. 
Preoccupationn behaviour results in failure to attend other information sources in time, which 
mayy have serious consequences. However, the percentage of time one of the task windows 
wass selected did not increase when operators managed more difficult problems. This finding 
mayy be an indication that operators tried to compensate the longer uninterrupted inspection of 
thee problem solving task during managing more difficult problems by attending the primary 
informationn window for a longer time period (i.e. until a mine appeared). This compensation 
behaviourr could, however, not prevent that operators were more often preoccupied with 
problemm solving when they attended the problem-solving window during more difficult 
problems. . 

Thee benefit of prior experience with the problem-solving task was apparent in shorter 
uninterruptedd inspection of the problem-solving window. Operators who knew the problem-
solvingg task, needed less time to manage the problem. Apparently, the problem-solving task 
wass less engaging for them. We may conclude from this finding that operators who are well 
trainedd in managing particular problems or incidents, may have a lower risk to experience 
overvieww loss. Knowing how to manage a problem decreases the risk of preoccupation with 
information. . 

Operatorss did not disengage from problem-solving when the problem was very difficult, 
whichh would have resulted in less preoccupation with secondary problem solving and fewer 
failuress to attend the primary information window in time. Although only a few operators 
managedd to solve problems at the highest difficulty level, the problems may not have been 
difficultt enough to result in disengagement. A prior Master Mines pilot study did not provide 
evidencee for a disengagement effect during pattern identification with 9 pegs, which was rated 
ass extremely difficult. Another conclusion may be that a disengagement-effect is not very 
likelyy to occur. 

Problem-solvingg difficulty and familiarity with the problem-solving task caused only a 
smalll  percentage of the attention narrowing variance. This may indicate that other factors also 
influencedd attention narrowing, such as individual differences in the tendency to attention 
narrowing,, or differences in motivation to perform the tasks well. In contrast to the previous 
experiment,, this experiment showed differences in task performance strategies between well 
andd poorly performing participants. Participants who managed to maintain overview did not 
solvee a different amount of problems than poor operators. They however showed a tendency to 
alternatee more frequently between the task windows (cf. findings of ÏCerstholt & Passenier, 
2000),, attended the problem-solving window for a shorter time period, and attended the 
problem-solvingg task window for a shorter percentage of time than poorly performing 
operators.. These findings may show that operators who managed to maintain overview had 
moree successful strategies to interact with the dynamics of the task. 
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Ann unexpected problem that required knowledge-based processing did not increase 
attentionn narrowing and preoccupation behaviour in comparison to problems that could be 
solvedd at a skill-based level. However, when taking the selected coping mode into account, the 
riskk of overview loss was nearly two times higher during active coping with the malfunction 
thann during passive coping behaviour. During active coping behaviour, operators had to 
managee an unexpected malfunction by themselves, while during the passive coping option, 
operatorss could only watch the problem-solving actions of the computer and wait until the 
systemm gave feedback about the state of problem-solving. The finding that active coping with 
ann unexpected problem increases the risk of overview loss is in agreement with the hypothesis 
thatt engagement with information narrows attention. 

Operatorss however did not use the passive coping option very often but preferred to 
maintainmaintain control. Although people have the general tendency to invest not too much effort in 
actionn performance, in this case the passive coping option was apparently not attractive 
enough.. We may conclude that action-control is very important and determines the 
attractivenesss of a task. Waiting for information during the passive coping option may have 
beenn a reason that this mode was not very attractive for operators. The effects of coping mode 
andd waiting for information on attention narrowing have, however, to be further investigated. 

3.3.. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT INFORMATION CHARACTERISTICS PROVOKING OVERVIEW LOSS 

Thee experiments in the present chapter provided evidence that engaging activities, such as 
activeactive problem solving, managing difficult information, and managing unexpected and 
unfamiliarunfamiliar problems result in an increased risk of attention narrowing. Attention narrowing 
resultedd in longer inspections of the information and failure of the operator to monitor other 
relevantt and important information sources in time. 

Earlyy studies into attention narrowing always found the phenomenon in relation to 
increasedd physical activation caused by anxiety or stress (e.g. Baddeley, 1972; Callaway & 
Dembo,, 1958; Wachtel, 1968). As Hernandez-Peón (1964) showed in one of his experiments, 
alsoo strong cognitive activation, for instance due to strong interest in a particular information 
source,, could increase the focus of attention. As an extension of the findings of Hernandez-
Peón,, the experiments in the present chapter found evidence that strong cognitive activation, 
duee to engagement with particular information, could increase attention narrowing with the 
resultt that operators failed to monitor other information sources in time and lost overview. 

Inn addition, although participating operators generally rated their mental workload as not 
veryy high, operators who rated their workload higher than others had an increased risk to 
experiencee overview loss. This finding shows that attention narrowing and overview loss are 
alwayss related to increased workload, even though the general workload seems not very high. 
Basedd on similar findings with a similar test, Boer (1998) concluded that preoccupation and 
failuree to attend other information sources in time could also occur during low-workload 
situations.. The present finding however shows that the situation is more complex. 

Thee finding that operators could benefit from prior experience with managing a particular 
problemm may be additional evidence that more engagement with information increases the risk 
off  overview loss. Operators who were familiar with the problem, could rely on more skills and 
ruless to manage it. In contrast, inexperienced operators first had to find out how to manage the 
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problem,, which was a process that increased focus of attention and increased the risk of 
overvieww loss. 

Whenn looking closer at task performance strategies, it appeared that operators who 
managedd to maintain overview, generally alternated more frequently between information 
sourcess and also attended engaging information sources for a shorter period of time than 
operatorss who experienced attention narrowing and overview loss. This finding was consistent 
withh findings of Kerstholt & Passenier (2000) in a related man-machine performance study. 
Theyy also found better performing operators to have a more systematic way of managing 
problems,, while poor operators showed more random task performance strategies. In the 
presentt chapter, there was evidence of more random task performance or overview 
maintenancee strategies during managing an unexpected problem. Operators were so much 
takenn by surprise that they sometimes focused for a very long time on the problem, while at 
otherr times, they alternated in confusion very frequently between the information sources, not 
knowingg how to manage the problem. As a result, the risk of overview loss increased. 

Too establish the results of the present chapter in a more realistic man-machine 
environment,, the next chapter examines task characteristics that provoke intensive 
informationn processing, which may result in overview loss, on a (simulated) ships bridge. 
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